PSA at MLA


A session on “Poe and Popular Culture” (30 Dec., Sheraton, Lanai 160, noon to 1:15 p.m) will include Jonathan Elmer (Indiana Univ.), “The Jingle Man” and Meredith McGill (Rutgers Univ.), respondent.

A business meeting of the PSA has been scheduled for 28 Dec., noon to 1:15 p.m., Lanai 152.

Organizations

Thomas Bonner, Jr. (Xavier Univ.) delivered the 74th Commemorative Lecture of the Edgar Allan Poe Society of Baltimore on 6 October 1996. His topic was “The Epistolary Poe.”

On 12 October 1996 Richard Kopley chaired a panel on Poe in Richmond. Heidi Schultz discussed a new Poe letter; Kevin Hayes discussed silent movies based on Poe’s life and works; and Lawrence Berkove discussed a 19th-century tale featuring Poe, resurrected from the dead.

The state of Virginia, in cooperation with the Richmond Poe Museum, has developed a new program, “Get to Know Poe,” designed to bring knowledge of Poe to high school and middle school students. As part of the program, local actor Kevin Grantz dons 19th-century garb and presents several of Poe’s works.

On 20 April 1996 the Mystery Writers of America, Fordham residents, and Poe aficionados gathered in Poe Park to commemorate the 150th anniversary of Poe’s settling into the cottage on Kingsbridge Road. The celebration coincided with the presentation of the “Edgar” Awards, bestowed annually by the MWA. Among the fiction writers who read from Poe’s works were Peter Straub, Richard Hammer, Lawrence Block, Stephen Marlow, and Dorothy Salisbury Davis.

A nominating committee has been convened for the selection of a slate of officers for the PSA. The nominating committee includes G. Richard Thompson, chair; Barbara Cantalupo; Susan Beegel; and Joel Myerson. Nominations may be sent to Prof. Thompson at Purdue Univ.

Reference Shelf


The Poe Encyclopedia ($89.50, 440 pp.) by Frederick S. Frank and Anthony Magistrale will be published by Greenwood Press early in 1997. This reference volume will contain 1800 alphabetically arranged entries.

Poe’s writings from the Southern Literary Messenger, edited by Joseph Ridgely and Burton R. Pollin, is being readied for publication by Gordian Press.

Epitome of Bibliography of American Literature (Golden, Colo.: North American Press, 1995, 360 pp., $55) is a single volume short-title condensation of 281 authors in the 9-volume BAL. Poe and many of his contemporaries are included.

Research Notes

Drawing on a 1993 dissertation done at the University of Saarbrücken, Roger Forclaz reports that Poe’s reception in Germany took place at about the same time as in France, not a decade later. A German translation of “A Descent into the Maelstrom” appeared during Poe’s lifetime, and a selection of the tales in German appeared in book form in 1853. Further details will be forthcoming; In Poe Abroad, edited by Lois Vines.


Joseph Svorecky (Univ. of Toronto) spoke on “Poe and the Beautiful Cigar Girl” at a conference, “Murder in Bloomsbury,” at the Univ. of London School of Advanced Study (June 1996).

Ed Piacentino (High Point Univ.) is preparing an essay on psychological themes in “The Black Cat.”
A Pro Poe

In the Maryland Medical Journal 45 (Sept. 1996): 765-69, cardiologist R. Michael Benitez offered a tentative new explanation for Poe’s death in 1849: rabies. Benitez came upon the case of “E. P.” during a seminar on the diagnosis of difficult cases. He documented E. P.’s bouts of confusion and extreme variations of pulse rate, symptoms consistent with rabies. According to Benitez, hydrophobia is another symptom. Poe reportedly was unable to swallow water when it was offered to him.

The Associated Press account of this “discovery” found its way into The New York Times, a variety of dailies, other publications (e.g., Science 27 Sept. 1996; Chronicle of Higher Education 27 Sept. 1996), and a host of media outlets. Burton R. Pollin (CUNY, Emeritus) and Robert Benedetto (Univ. of South Carolina) responded to the Times (23 September 1996), USA Today (27 Sept. 1996), and other publications. Citing Poe’s chronic drinking binges, Pollin and Benedetto found the Benitez theory unfounded. They documented the doctor’s failure to cite contemporaneous accounts of Poe’s health problems. They further noted the primary weakness of Benitez’s theory: the lack of evidence of a bite or scratch.

Westminster Burying Ground in Baltimore, where Poe is buried, has undergone a renovation, according to a 28 October 1996 article in the Baltimore Sun.

In the last issue of the newsletter, an announcement of the availability of a “rare Poe daguerreotype” brought a challenge from Michael J. Deas, author of Portraits and Daguerreotypes of Edgar Allan Poe. Deas called the daguerreotype in question “specious,” and Butterfield & Butterfield, which had offered the item for sale, withdrew it.

In a recent issue of the New York Review of Books, an article on H. P. Lovecraft (“King of the Weird”) by Joyce Carol Oates called Poe “our premier American Gothicist.” Developing a number of parallels between Poe’s and Lovecraft’s literary careers, Oates noted the former’s perfection of the monologue form in “The Tell-Tale Heart.”


In Ruined by Reading: A Life in Books (Beacon Press, 1996), novelist Lynn Sharon Schwartz recounts her early experiences with books and reading, and notes that among the literary works that stimulated and moved her was Poe’s “Annabel Lee.”


The removal of the Cleveland Browns to Baltimore and the subsequent choice of the name “Ravens” for its NFL team stimulated a query from a New Yorker contributor (16 September 1996): If an NFL team moved to New York, what writer would provide a new name? “With Herman Melville, you could call the team the Great White Whales. . . . Picking Washington Irving would force you to fall back on the Headless Horseman.”

In an interview in the Boston Globe (4 August 1996), poet Richard Wilbur recalled his years in graduate school at Harvard University when he “taught a course in the complete Edgar Allan Poe.”
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Poe and Detection

Editor's Note: Benjamin F. Fisher's "Poe and Detection" appeared in the last issue of the newsletter. Part II, published in this issue, continues with items of general interest, i.e., notices of Poe in critical-historical works and in crime fiction. Fisher also includes titles in which specific works by Poe appear, with relevant items placed under alphabetically arranged sub-headings (by title) of Poe's writings.


Mann, Jessica. Deadlier than the Male: Why Are Respect-able English Women so Good at Murder? NY: Macmillan, 1981, pp. 17, 26, 54, 64, 69, 70. Poe created first detective tales, but criminulous literature existed earlier. Detectives in fiction appeared for some years after Poe, chiefly in French writing. Most writers of crime stories have no personal experience in criminal activities (though Vidocq, whose work inspired Poe, did). Poe's amateur sleuth outshines professionals, and many successors create like non-professionals.


Karl, Frederic R. "Introduction," Wilkie Collins, The Moonstone. NY, Scarborough, Ont.: New American Library, 1984 [1868], pp. 10, 17-19. Collins altered previous thrust of crime story as wrought by Poe or Vidocq, in emphasizing effects of character upon circumstance rather than vice versa, albeit Poe was important influence upon the Englishman. Unlike Poe, too, whose main aim in the Dupin tales was to present the sleuth's thinking, Collins enlarges scope of detective fiction.


Davidson, Diane Mott. Dying for Chocolate. NY: Bantam Books, 1992, 1993, pp. 60, 135-136, 222, 269-270. Heroine, Goldy Bear, is supposed to read Poe's works in conjunction with her son's summer school, with such suggested projects as making a model gold bug or taping "the beating of a tell-tale heart" (p. 135). Goldy leaves list of friends to be invited to son's party in her copy of Poe's works. Pp. 269-70 depict Goldy, enraged at her ex-husband, wishing that Poe had written, for example, "Brutalized in a Baltimore Bakery." "The Purloined Letter" reminds Goldy that the way to thwart a villain is to think as that person would and undo the trouble.
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Ellery Queen’s supplement to Haycraft designates Zadig (1748) as “Great Grandfather,” Memoirs of Vidocq (1828-29) as “Grandfather.”

Grimes, Martha. The Horse You Came in On. NY: Knopf, 1993. Set in Baltimore, with recurrent allusions to Poe, the Poesque. In Ch. 17 Ellen imagines a scenario between Fortunato and Montresor if the former had been a writer. Ch. 27 opens with reference to a talking bird comparable with Poe’s raven. Also includes readings from an “unpublished” Poe manuscript, “Violetta.”


“On Our Cover,” Ellery Queen’s Mystery Magazine, 102 (December 1993), 75. Cover portrays mystery writer, Doug Allyn, with a crow—a raven couldn’t be obtained—on his shoulder (who pecked him viscously). Allyn nominated four times for an Edgar Allan Poe award for high-quality mystery fiction.

Hjortsberg, William. Nevermore. NY: Atlantic Monthly Press, 1994. In this detective novel, Poe’s apparition appears to Arthur Conan Doyle, who has come to the U. S. A. and quickly becomes involved in spiritualism (in which the real-life Doyle was intensely interested), works with Harry Houdini on solving “Poe murders,” i.e., a series of murders that are takeoffs on several Poe works. Allusions to and quotations from Poe give unity. “Murders,” “Marie Rogêt,” and “Hop-Frog” are particularly drawn into the plot here.


Connelly, Michael. The Poet. Boston: Little Brown, 1995. Serial killer-child molester, “The Poet,” leaves bits of Poe’s poems, also supposed last words Poe spoke as he was dying, as a trademark.

Allusions to Particular Poe Works

“Alone.” Rendell, Ruth. A Demon in My View. NY: Doubleday, 1977; NY: Bantam, 1979. Title is line from Poe’s poem, which also appears as epigraph to this mystery novel, which encompasses a loneliness, perhaps even craziness, akin to mood in Poe’s poem.

“Annabel Lee.” Whitney, Phyllis A. Black Amber. NY: Appleton-Century Crofts, 1964; rpt. Greenwich, CT: Fawcett, n. d., Ch. 4. Sleuth, Tracy, recalls her sister Annabel because of love theme in Poe’s poem, though the sister has been “mislabeled” in her love.


Macleod, Charlotte. The Corpse in Oozak’s Pond. NY: Mysterious Press, 1987 (pap. 1988), Ch. 4 (p. 31): President Svenson’s sleigh sounds a “wild tintinnabulation of bells”—Given Macleod’s sly insinuations of literary allusions, this is likely one to Poe’s poem.


“The Cask of Amontillado.” Marsh, Ngaio. Death at the Bar. NY: Berkeley Medallion, 1977 (London: Collins; Boston: Little, Brown, 1940), Ch. IX, here pp. 148-149. Old Abel Pomeroy, proprietor of the Plume of Feathers, offers Roderick Alleyn and his assistant Fox a bottle of fine Amontillado. Alleyn toasts: “To the shade of Edgar Allan Poe,” murmured Alleyn and raised his glass.” [So Dame Ngaio did know Poe, perhaps more than passingly, and thus we may see an inspiration for her sleuth’s name: “Usher” and Poe himself.


“Charles, Hal!” [Harold Blythe and Charles Sweet], “Iced,” Mike Shayne’s Mystery Magazine, 46.9 (September 1982), 92-98. Professor Hardy, English teacher, plans to wall up Eddie after manner of live burial in “Cask.” Interestingly, his victim, Eddie, married to Helen [so, maybe, alludes to another Poe work].


Green, Kate. Shattered Moon. NY: Dell, 1986. [BFF asks: can it be accidental that the sleuth here, Theresa Fortunato—a name she’s deliberately chosen (maiden name = De Vito; ex-husband’s = Ballard)—whose ex-husband is an undertaker [as Montresor was], exists in a dream-vision world [she’s a psychic]; is pursued at several junctures by her ex-
husband, who intermittently has intentions of killing her to prevent her from revealing that he has secretly buried the body of a woman—victim of a drug gang—with a man’s corpse and buried both in one coffin? Or had author familiarity with Poe’s tale?]


Westbrook, Perry D. *The Red Herring Murder*. NY: Phoenix Press, 1949, Ch. 7, p. 115. Cutting—who’s forced into amateur sleuthing—waits tide coming in; sees a bottle: “The bottle called to mind a certain story by Poe” [elsewhere we find diary entries that also recall “MS. Found”].

“The Masque of the Red Death.” Skom, Edith. *The Mark Twain Murders*. Tulsa: Council Oak Books, 1989, pp. 133, 134, 192. The nature of “Masque” prompts amateur sleuth Beth Austin (also an English professor) to conclude that the thief is a hypochondriac. [as in “Masque,” we have flight and pursuit through various—library in this case—rooms, but with difference that murderer does the pursuing, and not vice versa].


“Within the Sphere of Letters,” *Springfield Republican* [Mass.], 12 January 1903, 5. We “defend [sleuthing],” and protest against Sherlock Holmes, Monsieur Le Coq, and that other fellow who solved the mystery of the Rue Morgue.” They “set a standard—on paper, however—which no mortal save some unborn freak combining the qualities of Col. William F. Cody, President Roosevelt, Woodrow Wilson and Carrie Nation could measure up to. We wonder that the detectives—poor human beings—haven’t rebelled long ago and utterly repudiated these fictitious divinities of the realm of mendacity.”

Carr, John Dickson (“Carr Dickson”). *The Bowstring Murders*. NY: William Morrow, 1933, Ch. V (p. 60): Francis Steyne remarks, “I say, it’s dashed odd how one’s mind keeps running on the stories. I mean to say—fiction…Now I keep thinking about the rue Morgue…dummy nails. One that don’t run clear through the frame, you know.”
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"The Mystery of Marie Rogêt," Dannay, Frederick, and Manfred B. Lee ("Ellery Queen" as "Drury Lane"). The Tragedy of X. NY: Viking Press, 1932, Ch. 1, p. 5. Mentions Poe's letters to New York newspapers, offering to solve the Mary Rogers case.


"The Purloined Letter."

Ottolengui, Rodrigues. An Artist in Crime. NY: Putnam, 1892, Ch. 12 (pp. 184-186). Alludes to Poe's tale in context of keeping gem secreted on thief's own person as about the last place it would have been placed—although some debate between detective Mr. Barnes and Mr. Mitchel, who has wagered that he can commit a crime and get away with it.

Eberhart, Mignon G. The Patient in Room 18. NY: Doubleday Doran, 1929, Ch. 11. Seeking stolen and concealed radium, Miss Keate thinks: "I had time to recall the 'purloined letter,' lying there in plain sight...."

Carr, John Dickson ("Carr Dickson"). The Bowstring Murders. NY: William Morrow, 1933; rpt. NY: Berkley Books, 1959, Ch. XV (p. 221): Francis Steyne remarks about missing bonds, "The purloined letter trick"—in response to English Professor Tairlaine's comments that he can't help thinking of how such concealment is treated in novels, "hiding a thing by putting it in plain sight."


Decker, Jeff. "Tales from Dartmoor." Baker Street Journal, n. s. 46.2 (June 1996), 22. Graphics page, which depicts the tell-tale heart dancing merrily between the criminal and Sherlock-Watson while revealing the murder.
Reviews


Did Edgar Allan Poe know enough German to read and understand German writers and critics in the original language and consequently sprinkle his own writings with quotations and references from the original sources? He was, after all, enamored of “Germanism” and took very seriously the influence of German thought and culture on the early romantic period of America. Indeed Henry Pochman, in his 1987 seminar study *German Culture in America: Philosophical and Literary Influences*, concluded that Poe did know enough German to study the literature and culture in the original texts.

Enter Thomas Hansen, who, intrigued with Poe’s many references to German writers and quotations, sets out—with the scholarly companionship of Burton Pollin—to study in depth Poe’s actual relationship with the German language. What Hansen and Pollin have discovered is that, Pochman’s supposed definitive findings notwithstanding, Poe’s knowledge and use of German was “second hand”; moreover, his citations from the German are “fraught with errors obvious to anyone with formal training in the language” (3). Hansen also affirms that Poe’s opinions about German literature, “which are superficial and repetitious,” were almost always derived from “English language sources” (3).

Hansen, with Pollin’s assistance, goes about proving this thesis methodically and explicitly in eight crisp chapters that cover everthing from Poe’s reputation for “Germanism,” to his training in foreign languages (basically nil, Hansen concludes), to his views of German writers. All the chapters are interesting and lend weight to the main thesis; but two of the most revealing are chapters five, on the scholarly opinion of Poe’s knowledge of German, and six, on the German elements in Poe’s writings. In the former, Hansen surveys scholars’ divided opinions on the subject of Poe’s knowledge of German (with a cataloguing of “yeas” and “nays”). He concludes that those who have conducted deep and extensive studies affirm that Poe knew no German; lesser and more superficial studies have proven to be the culprits in touting Poe as knowledgeable in the language. In chapter six, Hansen examines the German elements in an array of Poe’s works, addressing subject, themes, character and place names, and plots. He demonstrates in each instance that Poe did not know German but used English translations as sources. Examples of sources are George Bancroft’s essay on Goethe in the *North American Review*, several written accounts by American and English travelers who visited Germany in the nineteenth century, and Poe’s reading of articles in *Blackwood’s* where Poe repeatedly encountered stock gothic situations and language.

Hansen and Pollin’s volume is slender and some chapters are uneven in length and substance. Chapter three, on Poe’s training in foreign languages, and chapter seven, on reference to German culture in Poe’s reviews and notices, span less than six and four pages of text respectively. Yet every chapter contains important information that helps build the overall thesis, and each is amply and helpfully endnoted. The book is a carefully written, precise study, which we would expect from these two authors. Further, a useful appendix comprising “A Checklist of Poe’s German References” (chronologically listed), a thorough list of “Works Consulted,” and an ample index enhance the volume’s usefulness as a resource study.

Does the subject warrant a monograph? Hansen explains in the preface that his original intention was to write an article on the subject rather than a monograph. And he muses in his final chapter over whether he has cast “a rather large net . . . to capture what may seem a small fish” (104). But he rightfully believes, to continue the metaphor, that “the catch is not insignificant.” Therein lies the justification for this book, brief—and in a few chapters sketchy—as it is. Its chief virtue is that finally, in one place, we have the most important kernels of thought and proof that Poe could neither read nor speak German. Convincingly said and done!

David B. Kesterson
Univ. of North Texas


In the best of all possible worlds, these volumes would serve nicely as inexpensive texts for an undergraduate Poe seminar. Alas, we do not inhabit the best of all possible worlds. Following the Everyman format, each contains a chronology of Poe’s life, an introduction to the works, an essay on “Poe and His Critics,” and suggestions for further reading. These two volumes, however, are not of a piece; while the volume of tales is potentially usable, the same cannot be said for the volume of poems and essays.

Clarke’s collection is essentially a reprint of previous Everyman paperback editions of the tales. His table of contents identifies both the place and date of first publication, a valuable inclusion. His essay on “Poe and His Critics,” is reasoned, but dated. The scope of the collection makes it worthy of consideration, but it still leaves one wishing that Harvard would issue the Mabbott collection in paper.

Gray’s collection of poems and essays should serve as a companion volume to the tales, but its deficiencies preclude such use. Gray provided no publication history for the works, not even dates of initial publication. Nor does he identify the source of his texts, although he follows, in the case of the poems, the order of first publication suggested by Killis Campbell. His useful sampling of essays and reviews includes standards as well as “Georgia Scenes,” “Longfellow,” and “Elizabeth Barrett.” Gray provides explanatory notes, but they are truncated and explain little. The section on “Poe and His Critics” merely reprints excerpts from Quinn’s *The French Face of Edgar Poe*, Huxley’s “Vulgarity in Literature,” and Stovall’s “The Conscious Art of Edgar Allan Poe.” Reasonably inclusive, the collection lacks sufficient background to warrant its wide adoption. —D.W.E.
Poe and...


Jack Voller’s well-researched study proposes to “show how Gothic and Romantic supernaturalism was influenced by the aesthetic of the sublime” (ix). Although many commentators have discussed the sublime, Voller provides fresh perspectives on a subject that has intrigued scholars for over two centuries.

Focusing on selected British and American writers, Voller clearly distinguishes “Gothic” and “Romantic.” He divides the Gothic into two modes, the conservative and the radical. While the conservative Gothic (represented by Ann Radcliffe and Clara Reeve) relies on traditional morality to restore order, the radical Gothic (Matthew Lewis and C. B. Brown) fails to find consolation in any moral/religious codes that are supposed to provide human comfort.

Romantic writers, on the other hand, reject any hint of the supernatural in favor of more “internalized” view of the sublime. As Voller comments, for the Romantics “true sublimity is subjective, existing in the mind rather than being inherent in material objects” (98), and with the exception of Poe, most Romantics (Coleridge, Wordsworth, the Shelleys, Byron, Keats, and Hawthorne appear prominently) use sublimity as a means of expressing “the quest for possession, countering through either outright denial or satire radical Gothicism’s implicit claim that there is nothing to be possessed” (90).

Voller’s remarks on Poe might well make one pause, however. In essence, Voller asserts that Poe endorses the belief held by the radical Gothic writers concerning the inability of moral virtue to govern the world. Moral edification was not part of Poe’s aesthetic vision (214), and his position serves as a harbinger of modern nihilism. Voller uses tales such as “Berenice,” “Usher,” and “Cask” to illustrate his point, but he virtually ignores Poe’s poetry. A reader might wonder what Voller might say about the redemptive theme of “A Descent into the Maelström” and “The Pit and the Pendulum” or the confessional aspects of “Cask” and “The Imp of the Perverse.” Commenting on “Ligeia” and “Morella,” Voller appears to contradict himself in asserting that both stories advance “the possibility that death is not an absolute and impermeable barrier against which life terminates abruptly” (229). Perhaps, then, there is some hope evident in many of Poe’s tales. And what of those poems (“To Helen,” “Israel,” and “Eldorado”) that seem to celebrate the positive arts of the poetic mind? One last point: The book literally ends with Voller’s discussion of Poe; there is no concluding chapter. A conclusion would have contributed to a greater feeling of completeness.

These reservations aside, The Supernatural Sublime merits a place on the bookshelf of any reader interested in the Gothic/Romantic tradition. This thought-provoking work features a solid bibliography and a good index, and Voller’s discussions will help students and scholars appreciate more fully the ever-shifting shape of terror literature.

Michael L. Burduck
Tennessee Technological University

---

James W. Gargano

American literary studies, and his professional and personal acquaintances, have sustained a great loss with the death of Jim Gargano, aged 78, in September 1996. Born 14 December 1917, in Buffalo, New York, Jim earned his B.A. at the University of Buffalo, his M.A. and Ph.D. at Cornell.

He taught at Buffalo from the mid-1940s to the early 1950s, then relocated to Washington and Jefferson College in 1955, where he finished his teaching career. He served as Fullbright Lecturer in American Studies at the University of Caen in 1964-65, and provided excellent evaluations in his work on the editorial boards of Poe Studies (1976-96) and the University of Mississippi Studies in English (1979-96). He also furnished consultant expertise to other professional journals.

He numbered among the founding members of the Poe Studies Association. Many will readily remember his illuminating studies of Poe and Henry James, although he also gained widespread recognition for his work on DeForest, Crane, Wharton, and Twain. His students will especially cherish memories of his classes on Poe and Milton, the latter a considerable pleasure in his final years in the classroom, plus his always helpful perceptions about many other outstanding names in literature and the other arts.

Always a “people person,” Jim enjoyed entertaining in his home, the scene of many delightful get-togethers, where hosting was shared by Peggy and, often, their daughters, Cara and Beth. Jim was also a great social and dining companion during professional conferences. To all he has been a great friend, a true scholar and gentleman. —BF